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“ We have built a deep reservoir of trust with our investors  
by consistently putting their interests first”

– Greg O’Neill OAM, President & CEO
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4 La Trobe Financial Group

Since inception in 1952, La Trobe Financial has dedicated itself to putting 
“others before self”. This foundational principle has informed all of our 
activities and all of our business decisions.

We are proud of the economic impact that our business has had on Australia. 
Our $36 billion in cumulative assets under management has had an estimated 
impact of $100.8 billion on the Australian economy and has been responsible 
for the creation of a staggering 72,000 jobs.

But our impact has gone well beyond financial returns. We have focussed 
on creating a long-term legacy for our employees, customers and the 
communities in which we live and work. Whether it’s being among the first in 
1968 to offer superannuation to our incredible female staff, or our $2 million 
donations towards the 2020 bushfire and COVID-19 relief, La Trobe Financial is 
authentically committed to the highest standards of corporate responsibility.

In that context, Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) principles are 
integral to our day-to-day business. We believe that maintaining the highest 
standards of ESG policies and practices can improve the financial performance 
of our business and our customers. ESG engages with and enriches the lives of 
our staff and local communities, and it leaves a lasting legacy in the broader 
Australian society.

This report explains how we fulfil our commitment to be responsible investors 
and operators by reducing our environmental impact, fostering growth and 
diversity across our business, upholding stringent governance practices, 
and providing philanthropic support to our communities. We could not be 
prouder of our mission, our people and what we do.

As one of Australia’s leading Non-Bank Financial Institutions (NBFI) specialising 
in wealth management and credit, we are uniquely positioned to have an 
impact when implementing our ESG initiatives across our business.

OTHERS BEFORE SELF

“La Trobe Financial is unshakeably 
committed to being a genuine 
force for good in the communities 
in which we live and work. We take 
enormous pride in the deep reservoir 
of trust that we have developed with 
our borrowers and investors. We 
come to work fired with enthusiasm 
every single day to provide them with 
superior service. Our commitment 
to ESG is a natural extension of this 
foundational principle. It is a source 
of pride to all of our staff that we 
continue to live and breathe the 
founding principles and values the 
firm was built on.”

Greg O’Neill OAM
President & CEO
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Employer of Choice

We work hard to make work enriching  
for our employees (multiple finalist  

for Employer of Choice).

Paperless

We reduce our environmental impact 
 by recycling and becoming more 

paperless each day.

Driving positive impact for our clients, partners and communities.

At La Trobe Financial, we are driven by one cause – to put “others before self”. This simple value guides us to our core mission  
of helping clients achieve financial independence.

In doing our jobs, we believe we are assisting in the creation of safer communities, creating direct and indirect employment  
and assisting many under-served customers achieve financial independence.

La Trobe Financial’s flat structure, innovative spirit and 
meritocracy provides employees with considerable room 
to grow and has led to multiple recognitions such as Best 
Investment Management Team and a Finalist for Employer 
of the Year a number of times. 

Broad Product Suite 

We create new products to serve  
the under-served.

Foundation 

We support our communities in times of 
crisis/emergency.

Employer Assistance Program 

We have implemented a  
wellness program.

Governance 

We are transparent in our disclosures to 
our various stakeholders.

Our People

We make the well-being of our  
staff a key priority.

6 August 1952
La Trobe Financial was 

incorporated

“Others before self”
Philosophy & Culture

1978
La Trobe Financial Charitable 
Foundation was commenced 

Committed to being  
good stewards of our  

investors’ capital

Committed  
to sustainability

OUR  
APPROACH
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LA TROBE FINANCIAL 
ESG TIMELINE

 Launched Leadership 
Program

La Trobe Financial implements 
educational presentations from high-
performance athletes and coaches.

Diversity
La Trobe Financial has 
had a long history of 

ensuring women in the 
workforce are given 

equal opportunity with 
male counterparts, 

having been among 
the first in 1968 to offer 

superannuation to 
female staff.

1968 

Community
La Trobe Financial Foundation 

was formed to assist the 
community through junior  

education grants. 

1978

Social – Under-served
La Trobe Financial obtains 

a Securities Dealer’s 
Licence from ASIC for retail 
investment management.

Offering an alternative 
investment solution. 

Licence
La Trobe Financial first 
receipt of Australian 

Financial Services 
Licence.

Appointment by ASIC
Responsible lending – 

ASIC appointed La Trobe 
Financial under Supreme 
Court Order to take over a 

Queensland Loans Portfolio 
under our Securities 

Dealer’s Licence.

1994

Foundation –  
Supporting the Arts

La Trobe Financial becomes key 
sponsor to Jesus Christ Superstar 

Production in Australia. 

1972

Launched Shanghai 
representative office

2007

Social – 
Innovation

National award 
for “Innovation in 
Housing Finance” 
presented by the 
former Australian 

Prime Minister Hon. 
RJ Hawke.

Delivering alternative 
finance solutions to 
the under-served.

Social – Innovation
La Trobe Financial pioneered 
the Lite Doc® loan product,  

a first in Australia.

Offering an alternative finance 
solution to the under-served. 

1990 1997 2002
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Emerging Leaders Program 
begins

Where future young leaders 
undertake an emerging leadership 

program to provide a foundation on 
building interpersonal, leadership 
and people management skills to 

enhance their career.

 Launched  
Sydney office

Launched our China 
Symposium in  

Beijing & Shanghai
Building long-term and 

trusted relationships.

Registered our Shanghai 
Free Trade Zone Corporate 

Office (special licence issued)

Launched Hong Kong 
representative office

Social – Innovation offering
La Trobe Financial wins 

Innovation in Funds Management 
by the ACFS for an alternative 

investment solution.

2011 2012 2014

Foundation supporting the 
community in crisis

La Trobe Financial Foundation 
steps up its philanthropy by giving 

to help communities in need 
during an environmental crisis.

Donated $1 million for bushfires 
and $1 million to Epworth to 

combat COVID-19.

2020

Lend a Hand Days  
started by Foundation

La Trobe Financial Foundation implements 
“Lend a Hand” days where each employee 

offers their services to a charity of their choice 
for one day fully funded by La Trobe Financial. 

Society of Women Leaders – 
Australian Red Cross

La Trobe Financial becomes a corporate 
member of the Society of Women Leaders.

201720162015

Paperless
Project Paperless 

implemented reducing 
paper levels and saving trees.

Women of  
La Trobe Financial

Women of La Trobe 
Financial was formed.

Foundation –  
Supports the Arts

La Trobe Financial donates  
$1 million dollars to  

Bell Shakespeare.

2018

La Trobe Financial 
Academy

We build long-term and 
trusted relationships 

between nations 
through our Professional 
Placement Scholarship 

Academy, with over  
120 graduates from Asia 

Pacific. 

2010
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SOCIAL INNOVATION:  
UNDER-SERVED MARKET

La Trobe Financial specialises in assets that form part of the A$1.9 trillion national Australian mortgage 
market, which are typically “specialist prime” and therefore may not be analysed or processed by automated 
underwriting tools used by conventional banks.

These assets often fail conventional bank acceptance criteria due to factors such as bank appetite, the credit profile of the 
borrower, form of income verification, the borrower’s age, past minor default history due to missed bills, newly employed status, 
recent arrivals into Australia, to name a few. However, these assets have proven to be a strong, reliable and low default class as 
evidenced by Group financial results over successive years.

We are committed to offering market leading solutions to customers whose needs are not adequate by the traditional banking 
sector. 

We are therefore committed to product innovation which has been the cornerstone of our contribution to the under-served 
market. From pioneering Lite Doc® lending in Australia in 1990, to recognising our frontline emergency service workers in 2020 
with our Everyday Heroes Loan, we are continuously innovating products that fill market gaps for the under-served market.

FULL DOC LITE DOC® FULL DOC

LITE DOC® LEASE DOC

SMSF COMMERCIAL

CONSTRUCTION

Setting Up Home

Building Wealth

Green Mortgages RMBS 

Getting On To The 
Property Ladder Growing Old

Building A Business Building Your Future Non-Resident

AGED CARE

P2C®CREDIT FUND 
INVESTMENT

SMSF DEVELOPMENT

COMING SOON 
2022 FY
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First Lite Doc® Loan  
(an Australian first)

Islamic Finance was 
introduced

30-year Commercial 
construction loan  
(innovation from traditional  
5-year terms)

Non-Resident  
(Foreign Buyers)  
mortgage introduced 
Australia has become a preferred destination for 
foreign investors and migrants and one of the safest 
in the world following the COVID-19 pandemic.

Bridging Loan
Providing short-term “bridge” to purchase 
or build a new property prior to having a 

completed sale of existing property. 

Green Mortgages RMBS
Coming soon

Rural loans were 
introduced

SMSF loan product 
commenced

First Seniors  
(Reverse Mortgage) 

loan settled

First Home Buyer P2C®  
(Parent-to-Child) loans 

Owning your own home is getting harder and harder. 
With house prices pushing ever upwards, young 
Australians are faced with stark realities of either 

struggling under increasing debt amounts or renting. 
P2C® is a unique way of reducing the pressure on 

children wishing to enter the property market.

Aged Care Loan (new niche product)
As the population in Australia ages, approximately  
$3 billion annually is required to fund individuals 
moving to aged care facilities. We have therefore 
designed an innovative Aged Care Loan that addresses 
this issue and helps reduce the stress for families when 
moving a loved one to an aged care facility.

Everyday Heroes Loan
Dedicated to our frontline workers including Police, Fire 
& Emergency Services, Australian Defence Force and 
Emergency Medical Service workers. Our Everyday Heroes 
loan is designed to help those that provide vital community 
services, often putting themselves in harm’s way to put 
“others before self”. 

1990

1994

2009

2000

2014

2020

2021

2017

2016

2012
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ESG is at the very core of our activities and business practices. We are committed to incorporating  
ESG principles into everything that we do.

We evaluate ESG matters as a standard part of our business processes, starting at the preliminary stages of any major initiative. 

ENVIRONMENT
We believe that companies and businesses can increase profitability and long-term 
growth, not in spite of, but as a result of their sustainability efforts. Our approach to 
environmental sustainability focuses on:

• implementing measurable operational interventions;

• monitoring and reporting on key environmental benchmarks; and

• investing in environmental opportunities.

Target: net zero emissions by 2030

SOCIAL
We invest in our talented people and the communities in which we live and work. 
Within La Trobe Financial and throughout our business, we promote:

• diversity and inclusion;

• monitoring and upholding labour and employment standards; and

• economic development through our Charitable Foundation. 

GOVERNANCE
Establishing and implementing good governance policies is an integral part of our 
business process. We focus on primary drivers of governance:

• long-term commitment to the highest standards of corporate governance;

• market-leading transparency in all investment offerings; and

•  hard-wired responsible lending /investment framework consistent with the 
highest standards of industry practice.

A SYSTEMATIC
APPROACH
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Human Resources

Lead internal employee well-
being and diversity programs

Real Estate Credit 
Division

Incorporate relevant ESG 
factors in finance mortgage 

solutions, including 
responsible lending

Charitable Foundation

Lead philanthropy and 
employee engagement efforts

Mortgage Help

Execute ESG-related operating 
interventions across the 

business

Corporate Services

Manage sustainability efforts 
across our global offices

Asset Management  
& Treasury

Incorporate customer focus 
and relevant ESG factors into 

investment programs

Security

Execute ESG-related  
operating interventions across 

the business

Risk & Governance

Monitor adherence to ESG 
policies

ESG considerations and functions are fully integrated across our business.

ESG Structure

The company’s ESG efforts are guided and supported by our ESG Steering Committee which is comprised of professionals from 
disciplines and business units across the business. 

LEADERSHIP

Greg O’Neill OAM
President & Chief Executive Officer

Chris Andrews
Chief Investment Officer & Deputy CEO

Caterina Nesci
Director of International Partnerships  

& ESG

ESG TEAM
Co-ordinates ESG program firmwide

AN INTEGRATED  
TEAM



It’s all about our stewardship program.

We manage $12 billion for over 55,000 retail and global investors with an investment  
horizon anywhere between 1 year and 4 years. 

ESG is increasingly a fundamental part of our Portfolio Manager’s role whereby any 
decisions we make are hippocratic (i.e. like the medical oath of do no harm).

There is a competitive dynamic about integrating ESG (global investors are socially 
aware). Global large-scale investor engagement over the past 2 years have begun 
shifting focus to climate change but our retail investors have a low tolerance to give up 
returns to pursue ESG. 

– Greg O’Neill OAM

ESG MUST BE VIEWED 
THROUGH OUR INVESTMENT 
LENS INTEGRATED  
INTO EVERY DECISION.

Estimated impact of our wealth management and credit  
lending on customer revenue by industry sector in 2020

jobs created by our 
lending since 195272,000 

More than

Retail

$651m
Construction

$633m

Hospitality

$446m
Manufacturing

$131m

Cumulative
(1952-2020)

Multiplier
e�ect

$100.8bn 
in Australian GDP

$36bn
Mortgages funded





We believe that companies and properties can increase profitability and long-
term growth because of their sustainability efforts. By managing energy, water 
consumption and waste more efficiently, we reduce our environmental impact while 
achieving cost savings for our business, assets and our customers.

We will put in place a number of steps to help us with meeting our commitment to 
environmental targets so that we can create lasting benefits for our customers. 

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH  
TO SUSTAINABILITY 
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Melbourne, Sydney, Shanghai and Hong Kong.

We continue to focus on our business strategy to expand and grow our operations prudently. There are strong growth 
opportunities for La Trobe Financial in our chosen market segments. At the same time Asia is now the key driver of global 
economic growth and of Australia’s growth. With this in mind, we are operating in Melbourne, Sydney and we have corporate 
offices in Shanghai and Hong Kong.

In May 2015, we formally registered a company in the Shanghai Free Trade Zone (SFT Zone). This SFT Zone is assisting La Trobe 
Financial to grow its current local operations further following China’s commencement of financial market liberalisation. 

As one of only a handful of financial institutions setting up in the SFT Zone, La Trobe Financial is well positioned to participate 
in China’s financial market deregulation, and the opportunities this presents for trade and investment flows between China and 
Australia and potentially the rest of the Asian region.

Under the SFT Zone current regulatory framework, La Trobe Financial will conduct a range of investment and asset management 
consulting services. In line with our business strategy we intend to further expand our international business scope.

In 2017 we set-up our Hong Kong office to complement our long established Shanghai office. 

As Asia is also becoming more focused on sustainability, we believe there will be more opportunities for La Trobe Financial to 
build on its business sustainability objectives. 

Target: net zero emissions by 2030

GLOBAL SCALE: MANAGING 
SUSTAINABILITY
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La Trobe Financial Academy.

Our La Trobe Financial Academy (“the Program”) has been running education and training scholarships since 2010 and it has 
grown from strength to strength, with now over 66 institutions throughout Asia sending their future leaders to our Program.

The Program grew as an adjunct to our operations in cooperating with our investment and business partners across Asia, and 
operating our Credit business in Australia, which has a track record of over 69 years of managing investment mandates exceeding 
A$36 billion. 

The Program offers attendees a unique and broad range of presentations and meetings with industry specialists, political leaders 
and government officials.

The participants are fully sponsored by their employers, and by offering these individuals the opportunity to live and work in 
Australia, the individuals and the employer develop closer relationships with Australian businesses. 

We see this as a unique way in building a bridge with the Asian region. 

BUILDING A BRIDGE FOR A 
GLOBAL SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS
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OUR PROPOSED APPROACH
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RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION AUSTRALIA
La Trobe Financial’s approach to sustainability is directly linked to our business mission. 

We continue to learn from experience and will always focus to improve and make a 
meaningful impact on our environmental footprint. 

La Trobe Financial will apply for accreditation in 2021.

THE UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE  
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
Across the business, we are reducing energy consumption with operational 
efficiency improvements through the La Trobe Financial Sustainability program.

La Trobe Financial will apply for accreditation in 2021. 

B CORP CERTIFICATION
At La Trobe Financial, we strive to meet the highest standards and are committed to our 
social and environmental performance, public transparency and legal accountability for 
our customers.

La Trobe Financial intends to apply for accreditation in 2022.

WE ARE COMMITTED  
TO A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
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La Trobe Financial’s approach to sustainability is directly tied to our business mission. 

At La Trobe Financial we have made sustainability one of our core business commitments. We believe that our sustainability 
objectives will:

• contribute to better outcomes for our planet and for our investors;

• be achieved in relation to our emissions commitment by 2030; and

• achieve the highest levels of reporting and transparency.

Wherever possible, we look to reduce and offset the environmental impact of our operations through the implementation of 
long-term strategies.

Climate related financial disclosures

The Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) was established by the Financial Stability Board (FSB) in 2015 to 
develop recommendations for more climate-related disclosures to promote more informed investment decisions and enable 
stakeholders to better understand an organisation’s exposure to climate-related risks.

The Group Board recognises that now, more than ever, climate change is creating risks and opportunities for our business, our 
customers and our communities. While not bound by regulations, we believe that developing climate-related strategies in line 
with recommendations of the TCFD can mitigate significant risks and create opportunities to build the resilience of the Group.

Outlined below is a high-level summary of the Group’s approach to climate change governance, strategy, risk management, and 
metrics and targets consistent with TCFD recommendations.

Climate change strategy

The Group’s climate change strategy is focused on identifying opportunities to reduce the Group’s environmental footprint, assist 
our staff, customers, partners, shareholders and communities to identify opportunities to reduce their environmental footprints, 
consider the environment in all relevant business decisions and investing in organisational capability to identify and respond to 
both current and future climate change risks and opportunities.

Risk management

ESG risks, including climate change, are identified, measured, monitored, and reported in accordance with the Group’s risk 
management framework. The Board Audit & Risk Committee has oversight of this process. The Origination & Credit Committee 
and Audit & Risk Committee oversee ESG risks relating to the credit risk portfolio. Matters are escalated to the Group Board as 
required.

Metrics and targets

The Group has initially focused on metrics associated with greenhouse gas emissions and paper usage, given the nature of our 
operations. We expect the metrics to be expanded in the current financial year. The outcomes are as follows:

Greenhouse gases – in FY20, La Trobe Financial’s energy usage resulted in 479.5 tonnes of CO2 emissions (FY19: 468.8 tonnes). 
The increased emissions are due to the growth of the business and as a ratio of emissions per average FTE, this has reduced to 
1.19 tonnes (FY19: 1.61 tonnes/FTE).

Paper usage – digitisation projects, coupled with the majority of staff moving to a remote working arrangement from mid-
March 2020 as a result of COVID-19, has resulted in reduced gross paper usage to 116,000 prints per month, this includes 152,000 
per month before COVID-19 and 45,000 per month during COVID-19 (FY19: 162,000 prints per month). As with emissions, this 
should be considered in the context of business growth and a 12% increase in headcount.

LA TROBE FINANCIAL’S 
APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY 
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Our purpose is to be a successful partner and protector of our customer’s wealth, whether they are investing 
with, or borrowing from, La Trobe Financial. 

We achieve this by:

• remaining highly focused and providing specialist services to satisfy the needs of our retail and institutional investment 
clients every time; 

• providing competitive niche borrowing and investment products by incorporating the benefits of new technology for 
greater client convenience; and

• operating our business with prudent, efficient and ethical management and in compliance with all domestic regulatory and 
global industry best practice standards.

Environmentally Responsible Mortgages Commitment 

It’s a first for La Trobe Financial – to be launched in late 2021.

An investment product offering that is closely aligned for those investors seeking an ESG related investment.

Each mortgage will be graded on its level of environmental efficiency and once assessed added into the pool of ESG investment. 

Socially Responsible Mortgages Commitment

It’s a first for La Trobe Financial – to be launched in late 2022.

A corporate social objective – La Trobe Financial commits to providing a percentage of new mortgages to borrowers who have 
been excluded or are unable to access mortgages from mainstream lenders. We will have a percentage of new mortgages that 
meet the criteria for socially responsible mortgages. This percentage will be identified in 2022.

ESG AT WORK
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LA TROBE FINANCIAL’S 
RESPONSE TO COVID-19 

Employees

• Gradual return to office commenced in all locations where safe to do so 
and in numbers that allow for social distancing.

• Systems and processes have been resilient to ongoing remote working, 
reflecting long-term investment in technology and culture. 

• Investment in leadership capability, technology, and the workplace 
continues as we respond to the evolving culture of work and promote 
greater flexibility.

• Head office will return to 100% capacity, following work from home 
guidance on 22 March 2020 now expired.

We have been agile in adapting out approach to rapidly-changing 
environments in each location, capturing regular feedback from staff to 
address immediate needs and test and learn for longer-term shifts and 
opportunities. 

Customers

• Enhanced customer support and lending relief maintained since March 
2020. Most clients have now resumed normal payments. Hardship 
number now 0.83% of AUM.

• Working closely with all customers in the most challenging sectors on 
their long-term resilience and response to disruption.

• Actively supporting customers in all regions in raising essential finance 
and capital.

We recognise the structural shift COVID-19 has prompted for some 
clients, giving rise to near and longer-term changes in our approach 
to meeting their needs and ensuring their ongoing access to 
opportunities. 

Staff engagement1 

+5%

Staff working remotely at peak

>98%

Customers accessing assistance 
In the last financial year 2

PEAK  ~17.4%
NOW  ~1%

1. Annual staff survey Dec 20 vs. Dec 19.  2. BFS, by loan balance – peak as at 30 Jun 20, now as at 31 Dec 20. 
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Daily clients of essential services

~45k

COVID-19 donations

$1 million

Company employees

~433

Foundation Allocated

$15 million

Funding Certainty

• Ongoing work with all funding partners and companies including new 
funding options to ensure business continuity, financial resilience and 
employee wellbeing.

• Maintained all covenants in good order and connected best practice 
across all operating divisions.

• Capacity upgrades to managed digital infrastructure assets have left us 
able to handle significant activity increases resulting from shift to virtual 
engagement.

Our longstanding approach to crisis planning has underpinned the 
ability of assets to withstand economic impacts and maintain and 
extend essential services, while also identifying new ways to respond  
to disruption on behalf of the community.

Community

Following our $1m donation for Bushfire Relief in January 2020, a further $1m 
was allocated to to help combat COVID-19. To date, $15m has been allocated 
by the La Trobe Foundation to 8 organisations.

• A total of $4m to 4 non-profits focused on direct relief efforts providing 
critical food, medical support, humanitarian relief kits and information to 
vulnerable groups affected by COVID-19/Bushfires.

• A total of $1m to eight organisations supporting workers and businesses 
in restarting economic activity. 

• $10m to public health and clinical research.

We balanced our support for urgent direct relief needs, research and 
development, while also being flexible in our support for existing 
community partners that have had to quickly respond to change and 
the increased demand on their services.



At La Trobe Financial, we know it takes more than capital to build great companies –  
it takes great people. We believe that when companies take care of their employees  
and the people in their communities, everyone benefits. 

INVESTING IN PEOPLE
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Creating a supportive environment through a number of initiatives.

La Trobe Financial - Women of La Trobe Financial – objective is to support networking, mentoring and personal development. 

Across our Business 

Supporting the hiring of diverse professionals across the C-Suite, board level and in the workforce. 

In the Broader Community

Promoting inclusive economic development and volunteer opportunities through our Charitable Foundation. 

WITHIN  
LA TROBE FINANCIAL 
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The Women of La Trobe Financial initiative is to support networking, mentoring and personal development. 

Our objective is to ensure that women feel included and supported as they not only join La Trobe Financial, but as they grow 
their careers. 

of our people are women

43.9%

of our executives are women

30%

LA TROBE FINANCIAL  
WOMEN’S INITIATIVE

We support diversity
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The Women of La Trobe Financial was founded in 2018 with a 
mission to attract, develop and retain talented women and create 
a strong community of female professionals across the business. 

The initiative provides a platform for female employees to enhance their  
work experience, connect with mentors and develop their careers at  
La Trobe Financial. 

The initiative engages employees with a number of events annually, including 
a speaker series, forums and networking events.

How La Trobe Financial builds on Gender Equality

Women are not a minority in the country at large, but they are a minority in 
finance. At La Trobe Financial, whether we are reviewing an investment idea, 
creating a new fund, re-thinking technology or working on any number of 
initiatives, we don’t rely on one or two smart people in the room. We expect 
everyone to bring a valued perspective and share a point of view. To get the 
best thinking, to drive the best outcomes, we need diverse backgrounds and 
diverse learnings.

Financial Literacy Campaign for Women

This year we were pleased to launch a “Financial Literacy Campaign” for Women 
in partnerships with the Australian Women’s Weekly and Better Homes & Garden.

The primary purpose of the campaign is to highlight a key pillar of the La Trobe 
Financial Foundation to help women become more financially alert and savvy. 

An investment portfolio is a 
proven way to ensure financial 

security builds wealth

of Australian women agree 
that they need a better 
understanding of their  

financial matters*

48%

Helping other women become more financially alert and savvy.

WOMEN OF  
LA TROBE FINANCIAL

*Her-Pulse Wen & Politics Survey/Bauer Media Research March 2019.
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Respect at Work. 

Respect is a cardinal rule at La Trobe Financial. As the business continues to 
strive for excellence in its business practices and performance, we expect this 
same level of excellence in the way La Trobe Financial employees treat each 
other, clients, suppliers and members of our communities. The business holds 
Respect at Work training programs throughout the year for new hires and all 
employees are responsible for creating and maintaining a work environment 
that is built on these core values. 

Annual Summer Internships

Our La Trobe Financial Annual Summer Internships program is undertaken 
during the months of December until February. The program is offered 
to applicants undertaking their penultimate year undergraduate or post 
graduate university studies and who are interested in gaining exposure to the 
financial services industry. 

The objective of the internships, is to introduce the firm as an employer of 
choice, and provide applicants with a rich and diverse experience by rotating 
through our departments including real estate credit, asset management, 
private wealth and finance. 

We have employed a number of applicants, upon completion of their studies, 
evidencing the success of the internship program at La Trobe Financial. 

Our exceptional people are what 
make La Trobe Financial great. 

We understand well that investing 
in our people only strengthens our 
business. 

We do not accept discrimination  
on any basis. 

Greg O’Neill OAM
President & CEO

PEOPLE FIRST
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Training & Development

Health & Wellbeing

Corporate

 Community

Personal

• Team inductions

• Skills training

• Career training

• Executive training

• External scholarships 

• Leadership series delivered by high-
performing athletes, former coaches 
and significant Australian leaders

• CPR training 

• Annual Flu immunisation

• Adjustable sit/stand desk

• Fresh fruit and milk

• Tea, coffee and biscuits

• Staff Wellness Check-ins Program

• Paid counseling sessions and  
health & wellbeing

• Annual Awards where peers are 
judged for their exceptional delivery 
on a number of areas

• Customer service commendations

• Opportunities to attend sporting 
events

• AFL: Collingwood Club 
memberships

• Lend a Hand days

• Epworth partnership

• Lifeline partnership

• Paid birthday leave

• Flexible annual leave

• Myki travel card membership offer

• Salary sacrificing in to superannuation

• $500 employee referral scheme 

• Social Club membership

• Casual dress day >35 degree

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
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Our philosophy “others before self” is a fundamental part of who we are and reflects the principles by which 
we conduct ourselves, shaping what we do and how we do it. 

This philosophy has instilled a strong corporate culture that has been the foundation of all employee training and appraisal for 
nearly 70 years. 

Our philosophy and values guide us forward as we continue to build La Trobe Financial. They are embedded into the operations 
of our business as well as our underlying culture, and are part of the people hired and retained to serve our customers. 

TT TRUST
Since 1952, we have successfully managed over $36 billion of institutional and retail investor 
mandates, in stable residential and commercial mortgage assets. Key to La Trobe Financial’s 
consistent performance is its sound operations, its experienced leadership team and strong 
management of risk and compliance, systematic governance and stable financial profile. 

TEE EXCELLENCE
Our aim is to satisfy clients through a deep understanding of their needs, their business and their 
industries and by providing excellent, responsive and innovative products. You won’t speak to  
a machine at La Trobe Financial and you will always have direct access to our decision makers. 

TEAA ACCOUNTABILITY
We put intense effort into our work and actively look for ways to deliver the best results for 
our clients. With seven decades of experience, we combine accountability to customers with 
specialist “know-how”. We stick to what we do best and do not try to be “all things to all people”. 
We are clearly focused to deliver with distinction. 

TEAMM MAKE A DIFFERENCE
We embrace our responsibility to give back to our communities through pro bono and 
community service work and we are committed to a diverse workforce that is inclusive 
and welcoming. 

CULTURE AND VALUES –  
OTHERS BEFORE SELF 
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Through the direction of our Board, La Trobe Financial is proactive 
in ensuring that we foster a diverse and inclusive workplace.

Diversity includes several aspects including age, gender, race, cultural 
background, disability, education and qualifications. La Trobe Financial values 
the diversity of its employees and customers and upholds the right of every 
employee to be treated with respect and fairness whilst performing their 
work.

Our onboarding, intensive training and policies represent a strong focus on 
the importance of diversity and inclusion and opportunity for all staff. 

We recognise 6 benefits that diversity and inclusion contributes to the Group.

1 Individuals from diverse backgrounds can offer different talents, 
skills and experiences that benefit the organisation;

2 Creative concepts can be developed when working alongside 
people of different backgrounds, experiences and working styles;

3 Hiring employees who speak different languages makes it possible 
for the organisation to interact with a broader client base and give 
the best customer service to our existing clients;  

4 Attracting a wider range of candidates to vacancies which 
contributes to building a strong talent pool; 

5 Encouraging workers from all backgrounds to feel confident in 
their ability and achieve their best; and

6 Increasing retention rate as staff members see opportunities 
afforded to all and therefore strengthening the brand of the 
business in the recruitment market. 

We embrace and celebrate special occasions such as International 
Women’s Day, Sydney Gay & Lesbian Mardi Gras alongside all LBGTQIA 
events. Together we will continue to support others to overcome 
adversity and inequality. 

Diversity within the organisation is measured and reported 
to the Board on a quarterly basis, and to the Workplace Gender Equality 
Agency (WGEA) by 31 May annually.

speak European languages

24%

 staff are born overseas

43%

 staff speak  
different languages

146

speak Chinese  
(Mandarin/Cantonese)

36%

different languages spoken

16

INVESTING IN DIVERSITY  
AND INCLUSION 
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The Financial Freedom Scholarship.

Investing in the next generation

Through the Foundation we also support our exceptional young people to continue their education and personal development 
through a sponsored grant program called the La Trobe Financial Freedom Scholarship. The program looks to support the 
company’s young talent to advance in both their professional and personal lives. The scholarship repays the full HECS/Help debt 
of up to 10 employees per year. 

COMMITTING TO CREATING A
DIVERSE & INCLUSIVE WORKFORCE
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Investing in the next generation.

In 2017 we set-up our Emerging Leaders Program. The program is designed 
to provide employees with the required interpersonal, leadership and people 
management skills to take the next step in their careers. 

We have had over 58 participants in the program and of that 48% are female.

The program incorporates a number of internal and external training modules 
and in 2019 we partnered with Bell Shakespeare, an organisation dedicated to 
performing the works of Shakespeare. The difference with this program is that 
an employee can present a speech in a similar frame-work as an actor and 
deliver the speech on a theatre stage. 

CASE STUDY:
EMERGING LEADERS PROGRAM 

female future leaders 

48%

have undertaken the program 

58
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Epworth Hospital.

In one of the single largest philanthropy donations ever to the Epworth Hospital 
the Foundation donated $6 million towards the purchase of six new X and Xi 
model da Vinci surgical robots together with a raft of new surgical equipment. 

Epworth pioneered robotic surgery in 2003, when it was the first hospital in the 
country to install a surgical robot, and now in 2018 with the purchase of these 
six new robots Epworth continues to be a leader and innovator in this surgical 
technology.

Through this philanthropy donation Epworth now have:

• the largest number of da Vinci systems in a single state of any healthcare 
group in Australia;

• the largest footprint of 4th Generation da Vinci technology in Victoria ; and

• invested in three generations of da Vinci surgery technology in order to 
make the latest technology available to surgeons and their patients.

The new da Vinci robots will be available to surgeons at four sites: Epworth 
Richmond, Epworth Freemasons, Epworth Geelong and Epworth Eastern in  
Box Hill. 

La Trobe Financial is thrilled to become Epworth HealthCare’s largest benefactor 
since the hospital was established in 1920. The Foundation selected Epworth 
Medical Foundation for their major annual donation which has enabled the 
Epworth to build their new Cardiac Ward setting it up with cutting edge 
technology. 

The formal launch of the Cardiac Ward was held on 16 December 2020. To date, 
Epworth has saved 2,000 lives.

“Epworth is committed to bringing 
world’s best technology and 
equipment to our patients and 
this is what we are doing thanks 
to the outstanding leadership and 
generosity of La Trobe Financial.”

Dr Lachlan Henderson
Group Chief Executive Healthcare, Epworth

“Our company considers this gift as an 
important way of giving back to the 
community. Knowing that Epworth 
patients and their clinical staff have 
access to a range of leading edge 
and world’s best practice medical 
equipment, was important to us.”

Greg O’Neill OAM
President & CEO, La Trobe Finanacial

INVESTING IN  
HEALTHCARE 
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Our Frontline Workers.

For seven decades, La Trobe Financial has been leading the market in new product development. With a focus on identifying 
macro trends and their impact on borrower demand, the team is continually innovating to offer brokers and their clients solutions 
that are timely and relevant, particularly when so many people’s circumstances have been impacted by COVID-19. 

With this in mind, we have developed an “Everyday Heroes Loan” which comes on the back of monetary support provided by  
La Trobe Financial in the form of a $1 million donation to the Epworth Hospital to help frontline hospital workers fight COVID-19, 
and in earlier 2020, a $1 million donation towards the bushfire relief efforts. 

At La Trobe Financial we believe it is important to recognise the contributions made by our first responders and frontline workers. 
We are offering discounted loan pricing to people who provide vital emergency services to our community, including Police, Fire 
and Emergency services, Australian Defence Force and Emergency Medical Service workers. 

OUR COMMITMENT  
TO THE REAL HEROES
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Through the work of the La Trobe Financial Foundation we are 
committed to investing in the advancement and wellbeing of our 
broader community and Australians from all walks of life.

Our Foundation sponsorships and partnerships are an integral part of the way 
we do business. 

The La Trobe Financial Foundation was formed in 1978 with one goal in mind, 
and that was to give back to the community.

We use our position as one of Australia’s leading Non-Bank Financial 
Institutions to help improve the wellbeing of families and the community as 
we continue with our journey of placing “others before self”. 

The Foundation also serves as a platform to provide employees with the 
opportunity to make a difference through community service, volunteer 
projects and mentoring - and what we call our “Lend a Hand” days.

We also strengthen our community by investing both financial and intellectual 
capital in key partners including the Epworth Hospital, Lifeline, the Australian 
Red Cross, Salvation Army and Society of Women Leaders. 

Our objective is to make an impact and meaningful positive difference in the 
communities we serve.

“Since 1978 the La Trobe Financial 
Foundation together with the 
company employees give generously 
their time in an effort to have an 
impact on charitable organisations 
of their choice to support our 
communities.” 

Greg O’Neill OAM
President & CEO

 Philanthropy donations

$15+ million 

“Make an impact 
and a meaningful 
positive difference.”

LA TROBE FINANCIAL 
CHARITABLE FOUNDATION 
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FIND PHOTOS

Our Vision. 

“To be an impactful community giving organisation in Australia by improving the wellbeing of our community  
and make a positive difference to people’s lives.” 

– Greg O’Neill OAM

LA TROBE FINANCIAL  
CHARITABLE FOUNDATION 
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We live and breathe our foundational 
principle - others before self

There are many challenges that need to be addressed in society. No one 
philanthropic foundation can expect to focus on all issues. That is why we 
continue to focus on our cause to make a difference in people’s lives through 
our Foundation Pillars.

Our Foundation Pillars guide us with our work, and our objective is to make an 
impact and meaningful positive difference in the communities we serve.

Our 8 Foundational Pillars include:

• Education

• Charitable donations

• Sponsoring high performance athletes

• Community & Arts Program

• Making dreams come true

• Giving back to staff – special bonus fund

• Medical science & life crisis

• Sustainability

When our customers and communities succeed, so does our business. Strong 
communities are the very foundation for great employees, and customers that 
trust us and believe in us to manage their finances and investments and help 
them build wealth so that they can enjoy a healthy lifestyle.

People need to be active and be able to drive a diverse and competitive 
economy that is innovative, invests in new industries and addresses the 
long-term future of our lucky country. Victoria may have taken a little longer 
to “open for business” but this will not stop us and Australia will again unite 
and build a country highly admired by the world as one of the very best in 
practice. A country that attracts highly skilled immigrants so that we can 
continue to grow our population when it becomes safe again.

We are also working on becoming a more sustainable and environmental 
diversified asset manager. We have recently formalised a decision to add 
‘sustainability’ as a pillar asset to our Foundation. By doing this, we are building 
a legacy for our community and future generations with a focus on improving 
not only people’s lives, but also the environment in which we live in. We will 
be implementing a number of resources to make this happen in the  
coming months. 

Foundation Philanthropy 
donations 

Bushfires and COVID-19

Medical Grants 
Epworth Hospital

Arts Grants

High-performance Grants
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Bushfires – Crisis.

In January 2020 La Trobe Financial established a Disaster Relief Package to assist 
our customers affected by the bushfires. In addition, the Foundation donated $1 
million to assist people affected by the bushfires across Australia. The donation 
was split between the Salvation Army Disaster Appeal and the Australian Red 
Cross Disaster Relief and Recovery Fund.

Australian Red Cross - where our funds went. 

The Australian Red Cross national bushfire appeal raised over $239 million. Nine 
months into the year and the Australian Red Cross has disbursed over $173 
million to those affected by the bushfires. 

A new grant was made in October for people who are still in ongoing financial 
hardship and face additional challenges with recovery. Some of these people 
will have received existing grants but are still struggling financially. Individual 
payments will differ, based on assessments and each person’s needs. 

In a snapshot

5,380 people have received 
grants.

Bereavement grants –  
36 of up to $50,000.

722 people applied for a grant 
for the first time between July 

and September 2020.

Emergency grants –  
2,864 of up to $20,000.

Primary residence repair  
1,982 of up to $10,000.

12,635 people in 47 local 
government areas have been 

supported by the recovery 
program.

Re-establishment grants –  
2,316 - $40,000 (owner 

occupiers) - $10,000 (renters or 
mobile home owners).

518 grants –  
up to 7,500 and $15,000.

“We are determined to make a 
positive difference to peoples’ lives”

Greg O’Neill OAM
President & CEO

MAJOR PHILANTHROPY DONATIONS 
TO CHARITIES IN TIMES OF CRISIS
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Salvation Army  – where our funds went.

The Salvation Army’s national Bushfire Disaster Appeal raised $44.85 million. As at 17 August 2020 $23.6 million has been 
disbursed to assist nearly 12,000 Australians. The remaining funds will continue to be disbursed over the next 12 to 18 months, to 
support bushfire impacted communities’ ongoing recovery needs.

In a snapshot

12,000 people assisted across Australia.

$1.5 million for a temporary housing 
initiative in New South Wales.

$20 million distributed through grants 
and financial assistance.

2,186 financial counselling sessions 
delivered.

$712,508 distributed through gift cards, 
vouchers and in-kind assistance.

$5 million in value to support first 
responders and evacuees with food, 

material aid and care packs.

In addition to the $1 million donation, La Trobe Financial set-up a pandemic package allowing home loan customers to apply 
for a four-month repayment moratorium to assist with cash flow. We also tailored hardship relief solutions for small business 
borrowers, which included deferral of scheduled loan repayments, the waiver of fees and charges, temporary interest-only period 
to assist with cash flow, and debt consolidation to help make repayments more manageable.
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In May 2020, the Foundation donated $1 million to the Epworth 
Hospital to help them secure additional ICU equipment to cope 
with the anticipated influx of COVID-19 admissions during the 
pandemic.

We are pleased to be able to assist the frontline ICU team at the Epworth 
Hospital to manage the expected demand on their expertise. Having donated 
$1 million during the bushfire crisis, we stepped up again during this new 
national emergency. This pandemic represented a unique situation for the 
global and local economy. Whilst the full human and economic impacts are 
still largely unknown and evolving, we are working with our industry partners 
and governments to manage its effect on our customers and our staff. 
The health, safety and wellbeing of our fellow Australians is of paramount 
importance to us.

“When the chips are down, 
Australians have a proud record of 
standing behind and supporting 
each other. We should all be going 
out of our way to assist these frontline 
workers.”

Greg O’Neill OAM
President & CEO

“We again place on record our 
thanks to Greg O’Neill and his team 
at La Trobe Financial. We have 
very important work to do over the 
coming week and months, and this 
has helped us achieve that objective 
of keeping many Australians in  
better care”. 

Dr Lachlan Henderson
Group Chief Executive Healthcare

COVID-19 – GLOBAL PANDEMIC 
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La Trobe Financial giving back to the community – ‘Lend a Hand’ Days. 

The Foundation also serves as a platform to empower employees with the opportunity to make a difference through our 
Community Involvement Program where employees are actively engaged with people in need in the broader community 
through community service, volunteer projects and mentoring – and what we call our “Lend-a-Hand” days. All La Trobe Financial 
employees are given the opportunity to take one day a year, at full pay, to work and provide assistance, to their chosen charity 
or community ventures. 

For the period 2018 - 2020 there were 39 employees whom contributed to our Community Involvement Program. The charities 
included the Salvation Army – Hamodova Café – serving the homeless with a warm cooked meal, St Kilda Mums – putting 
together packages of baby goods for mothers in need, and Australian Red Cross – serving at their frontend shops, just to name  
a few.

Our vision for reconciliation

La Trobe Financial acknowledges Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples as the Traditional Custodian of all Lands on which 
we come together. At La Trobe Financial, we know that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures enrich this nation and we pay 
our respects to Elders, past, present and emerging.

We have therefore sponsored, through our Foundation, the Uphold and Recognised Charter, a non-profit organisation committed 
to achieving the Constitutional recognition of Indigenous Australians while upholding the values of the Constitution. 

GIVING BACK TO THE 
COMMUNITY 
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In 1978, as part of our corporate responsibility and aligned with our philosophy of “others before self” 
the La Trobe Financial Foundation was established. 

The Foundation was originally set up with one goal in mind – to give back to the broader community in which we operate by 
providing educational opportunities through the granting of annual school scholarships for the children and grandchildren of our 
customers. 

Today, over four decades have passed since the Foundation was established, and we are proud of what we have been able to 
achieve through the Foundation. 

Through the work of the Foundation we continue to recognise the multiple demands that are placed on Australian families. With 
this in mind, we are determined to continue the Foundation’s good work more than ever.

One charity that our staff have volunteered their time over many years is the Salvation Army’s Project 614 – Lighthouse Café. 
At Project 614 – many are homeless, and may be suffering a mental illness or battling addiction, by way of example. Our staff 
have opened their great hearts in catering for them by serving them a meal, a coffee or simply showing they care through their 
friendly service. 

Experiencing these first-hand experiences truly gives our staff an incredible sense of achievement from their work and the feeling 
that they have made a difference. By immersing themselves into the community to help those less fortunate, our employees have 
built a deeper appreciation of the role that La Trobe Financial plays in the community. 

Over the years our staff have given thousands of hours of their time to selected projects such as Project 614 and we will continue 
this great work. 

Our passion for the Foundation, and unrelenting pursuit of improving the wellbeing of our communities by positively impacting 
the lives of others less fortunate, is part of our DNA at La Trobe Financial.

At the end of the day, it is this approach to doing business and the firm principles we adhere to, that will ensure future success for 
La Trobe Financial as we continue our journey to place “others before self”. 

CASE STUDY:
HAMODOVA CAFÉ
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Australian Red Cross - Society of Women Leaders. 

Australian Red Cross – Society of Women Leaders is an outstanding example 
of the power of humanity in action. By drawing on the skills and abilities of 
some of Australia’s strongest leaders and philanthropists, the Society advances 
the mission of the Australian Red Cross. The Society of Women Leaders 
Members pool their funds to support programs selected by the giving circle, 
and may choose to become personally involved with Red Cross as part of their 
philanthropy journey.

La Trobe Financial is very proud to be a corporate member of the Society. 
It is our firm belief and our philosophy that teams of people, coming 
together with a common purpose, can truly make a difference in our world. 
Representing the Foundation is La Trobe Financial’s Caterina Nesci,  
Director of International Partnerships & ESG.

“It is a real honour to represent the 
Foundation and be part of this 
amazing team of generously giving 
philanthropic women leaders”. 

Caterina Nesci
Director of International Partnerships  
and ESG 

GIVING BACK TO THE 
COMMUNITY 
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La Trobe Financial’s Charity Challenge. 

Making a difference to people’s lives

Our Annual Charity Challenge is an opportunity where each staff member has 
the opportunity to choose a charity, support a social change or social justice 
issue, and pitch to our Charity Challenge judging panel to win up to $25,000 
for their charity.

The Foundation supports charities who invests in socially meaningful projects, 
to improve the lives of others. The winning pitches are eligible for grants of up 
to $25,000.

Making a difference to people’s lives

Grants of up to $25,000  
to a nominated charity

The Foundation supports 
projects which improve the 

lives of others

GIVING BACK TO  
THE COMMUNITY 
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Community Initiative of the Year.

In July 2020 - up against the very best in the industry, the Foundation won the 
2020 Marketing Advertising & Excellence (MAX Awards) – Community Initiative 
of the Year.

 “…during the terrible summer bushfires when Australia was covered 
with a deep haze of smoke and so many homes had been destroyed, 
La Trobe Financial took charge in not only making $1 million donation 
towards the bushfires crisis but also helped its customers with long-
term financial commercial support even after the ashes settled by 
deferring payments, waiving fees and adding resource tools to assist 
those affected by the fires...” 

Financial Standard – Rainmaker Group

$15+ million
The La Trobe Financial Foundation has 
been operating since 1978. To date has 

donated over $15 million.

True heroes
The true heroes were the firefighters and 
the frontline workers, such as those now 

fighting COVID-19.

40+ years
The award recognised not only the gift 
of substantial donations to the bushfire 
relief and payment delays provided for 

distressed mortgages and customers, but 
also the Foundation’s commitment to the 

community over the last 40+ years.

FOUNDATION
WINS 
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“Good governance means upholding the highest ethical 
standards and business practices.”

GOOD GOVERNANCE
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SOCIAL GOVERNANCEENVIRONMENT

ESG

Due diligence and transparency are fundamental parts of our commitment to deliver a track record of 
performance that is sustainable, long-term growth for our investors. They are fully integrated into every 
aspect of our core business.

GOOD  
GOVERNANCE
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SOCIAL GOVERNANCEENVIRONMENT

ESG “... everything we do is predicated on the fact that we are 
managing other people’s money. It’s not our money, we are 

trusted stewards of peoples’ futures.” 
 Chris Andrews, Chief Investment Officer & Deputy CEO
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PRINCIPLE 5

Make timely and  
balanced disclosure.

PRINCIPLE 1

Lay solid foundations for  
management and oversight.

PRINCIPLE 3

Instil a culture of acting 
lawfully, ethically and 
responsibly.

PRINCIPLE 7

Recognise and manage risk.

PRINCIPLE 2

Structure the Board to be  
effective and add value.

PRINCIPLE 4

Safeguard the integrity of  
corporate reports.

PRINCIPLE 6

Respect the rights of  
security holders.

“We have always held a commitment 
to the highest standards of corporate 
governance. Our commitment to 
ESG is just as important, and the ‘G’ 
therein is vital to our future. 

We believe that by doing our jobs we 
are creating a better community and 
with this in mind focusing on a more 
sustainable future. 

We have therefore aligned 
our integrated and effective 
governance with 7 Principles and 
Recommendations published by 
the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) 
Corporate Governance Council 
that are presently applicable to the 
organisation. These Principles and 
Recommendations are designed 
to achieve good governance 
outcomes and meet the reasonable 
expectations of our investors.”

Rowan Donohoue
Chief Operating & Risk Officer

OUR 7 PRINCIPLES TO INTEGRATED 
AND EFFECTIVE GOVERNANCE
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La Trobe Financial’s Board is our peak corporate governance body and includes highly experienced directors 
with diverse backgrounds appointed by the shareholders. 

The Board provides strategic guidance and oversight to the Group, including to senior management. The Board and senior 
management are aligned around a shared commitment to the highest standards of corporate governance.

Skills and experience 

Each director brings a unique set of skills, knowledge and experience drawn from many decades of experience across multiple 
industries and senior positions. This yields a diverse range of skills and experience that assists the Board in discharging its duties 
and oversight responsibilities effectively. The Board has undertaken a review of the mix of skills and experience of the Board in 
light of the Group’s principal activities and direction, and has considered diversity in succession planning. 

John Marriott
Independent Chairman

John Marriott is an experienced Senior Corporate and Commercial Banker with more than 40 years’ 
experience at three of Australia’s major banks: NAB, Westpac and ANZ.

Whilst at NAB Mr Marriott held senior roles in Corporate and Institutional Banking, Credit, Project & 
Structured Finance and was head of the largest commercial business district in Australia. He was also Head 
of NAB’s Major Client Group in Victoria. In addition, Mr Marriott was seconded to NAB’s Merchant Bank First 
National and worked specifically on M&A transactions.

At Westpac Mr Marriott was appointed Head of Business Acquisition in Victoria and replicated the 
acquisition model in establishing businesses for the Bank in both NSW and QLD as major successes. 
Following this, he was appointed as State General Manager, Victoria for Premium Commercial Business, 
which also included responsibility for the Bank’s Property Divisions in Victoria and West Australia and the 
Business Acquisition team in Victoria. Mr Marriott is a past Director of Corporate Acquisitions in Corporate 
Banking in Victoria for the ANZ Banking Group.

THE BOARD OF  
DIRECTORS 

Dr Bob Edgar AM
Independent Deputy Chairman

Dr Bob Edgar AM is a deeply experienced banking and finance professional whose career began with a 
strong academic grounding in finance sector economics. 

He retired as the Deputy Chief Executive Officer of the ANZ Bank in May 2009. During his time at ANZ, Dr 
Edgar was Chief Economist, Managing Director Strategic Planning (including acquisitions and divestments), 
Chief Executive of Grindlays for South Asia, Managing Director of Esanda (finance company subsidiary), 
Managing Director Corporate Banking and Managing Director Institutional Banking. He was also a member 
of ANZ’s senior management board. Dr Edgar is highly regarded for his deep management expertise and 
experience. 

He is a Director on the boards of Djerriwarrh Investments Limited, Hudson Institute of Medical Research 
and RF Eclipse Limited, while having previously served as Chairman of the Vicinity Shopping Centres 
Group, and as a Director of Transurban Ltd and Linfox Armaguard Pty Ltd. 

Dr Edgar earned his PhD in Economics from the Ohio State University. He also holds a Bachelor of 
Economics (Hons) from the University of Adelaide. In 2020 Dr Edgar was appointed a member of the Order 
of Australia (AM) for his service to medical research organisations and to the banking and finance sectors.
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Christopher Tynan 
Non-Executive Director

Christopher Tynan is a Blackstone Senior Managing Director in the Real Estate group and the Head of Real 
Estate Australia, based in Sydney.

Since joining Blackstone in 2016, Mr. Tynan has been involved in Blackstone’s investments across  
Australia and New Zealand.

Before joining Blackstone, Mr. Tynan was a Managing Director with Morgan Stanley where he led real 
estate investing activities in Australasia for Morgan Stanley’s real estate funds.

Mr. Tynan received a Bachelor of Commerce (Merit) and a Bachelor of Laws from University of  
New South Wales.

THE BOARD OF  
DIRECTORS

Greg O’Neill OAM
President, CEO & Managing Director

Greg O’Neill OAM is a qualified economist whose previous experience includes positions as Account 
Manager with the American Computer company NCR Australia Limited, Trainee Company Secretary at 
Security Permanent Building Society in Victoria and Advance Bank (Australia) Ltd.

Mr O’Neill is a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Company Directors, a Life Fellow of the Australasian 
Institute of Banking and Finance, and a past member of the International Committee of the Mortgage 
Bankers Association of America.

He is a past Chairman of the National Basketball League (NBL) and Melbourne Tigers Basketball Club (2006-
2009), during which time the Club appeared in four finals, winning two National Championships. He is 
currently an Ambassador for Basketball Australia’s elite program and Chairman of the Australian Basketball 
Players Association (ABPA).

In 2019 Greg was awarded the Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM) for service to business and to 
basketball. He holds a 20% interest in the La Trobe Financial Group.

Menes Chee
Non-Executive Director

Menes Chee is a Senior Managing Director in the Tactical Opportunities Group. He is responsible for 
sourcing, evaluating, and executing investments in private opportunities and capital markets. Mr. Chee 
joined Blackstone in 2009, as a Managing Director of GSO Capital Partners, and transferred to Tactical 
Opportunities in 2012.

Before joining Blackstone, Mr. Chee was a Principal with TPG-Axon Capital, where he invested globally 
in equity and credit in public markets and private transactions. Prior to that, he was a private equity 
investment professional with Texas Pacific Group. Previous to TPG, Mr. Chee worked at Credit Suisse First 
Boston in the Merchant Banking Group and at Donaldson Lufkin & Jenrette in the Leveraged Finance 
Group.

Mr. Chee graduated magna cum laude from the University of Pennsylvania with a B.S. in Economics from 
the Wharton School and a B.A. from the College, where he was elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
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Gerard Parlevliet
Independent Non-Executive Director

Gerard Parlevliet has more than 25 years’ experience in the superannuation industry, including 12 years 
as General Manager (CEO) of the Commonwealth Bank Officers’ Superannuation Fund and seven years as 
Chief Investment Officer of the Fund.

In his role with Commonwealth Bank Group Super, Mr Parlevliet completed a number of superannuation 
fund mergers and oversaw excellent investment returns to members. In recognition of his achievements, 
he was awarded the Chief Investment Officer of the Year award at the 2013 National Achievement Awards.

Mr Parlevliet has a wealth of corporate governance experience including as a director of Prime Super Pty 
Ltd, and as company secretary for Commonwealth Bank Officers’ Superannuation Corporation Pty Limited, 
SBV Staff Superannuation Pty Limited and CBA Staff Superannuation Pty Ltd.

Mr Parlevliet is an Asset & Liability Committee Member of CBHS Friendly Society, a Member of the 
Association of Superannuation Funds of Australia’s NSW Executive Committee, and a consultant to 
bFinance, an asset consultancy firm.

Gautam Banerjee PBM
Non-Executive Director

Gautam Banerjee is a Senior Managing Director and Chairman of Blackstone Singapore. Mr. Banerjee 
served as Executive Chairman of PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) Singapore for nine years until his 
retirement in December 2012. He spent over 30 years with the firm in various leadership roles in Singapore, 
India and East Asia. 

Mr. Banerjee is an independent director on the Board of Singapore Airlines Limited, Singapore 
Telecommunications, Piramal Enterprises Limited and GIC Private Limited. His roles in the not-for-profit 
sector include serving as Chairman of raiSE and the Singapore Centre for Social Enterprise. 

Mr. Banerjee is a fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) and the 
Institute of Singapore Chartered Accountants (ISCA). 

He graduated with a Bachelor of Science (Honors) degree from Warwick University in 1977 and was 
awarded an Honorary Doctor of Laws (LLD) by the same university in 2014. Mr. Banerjee was a Nominated 
Member of Parliament in Singapore from 2007 to 2009 and was awarded the Public Service Medal by the 
Singapore Government in 2014.
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The Group Board is the peak governance body and includes 
directors appointed by the shareholders. The role of the Board is 
to provide strategic guidance and oversight to the Group.

Board Composition

It is essential that Non-Executive Directors are independent, that collectively 
they have the relevant skills and experience, and that they represent a diverse 
range of views and thinking. This supports sound decision-making and assists 
the Board to effectively discharge its responsibilities.

The Board has adopted Independence Standards to assess whether a Director 
qualifies as an independent Non-Executive Director upon appointment, and 
to consider the ongoing independence of Non-Executive Directors. 

Each Non-Executive Director must disclose all interests that may affect the 
exercise of their unfettered and independent judgement as a Director prior 
to their appointment or election and promptly as and when circumstances 
change. 

Disclosure extends to include relevant interests of close family ties, such as 
spouses and family companies. 

Remuneration & Nomination Committee assesses the independence of each 
Director candidate and Non-Executive Director against the Independence 
Standards based on their disclosure of interests. 

In accordance with those Independence Standards, the Board considers 
a Non-Executive to be independent where they are independent of 
management and free of any interests that could materially interfere (or could 
reasonably be perceived to interfere) with the exercise of unfettered and 
independent judgement, and ability to act in the best interests of the Group 
as a whole rather than in the interests of an individual security holder or other 
party.

The Board considers that all of its Non-Executive Directors, including the 
Chairman, were independent during the 2020 financial year and continue to 
be independent as the date of this Statement. 

The Board’s Corporate Governance Guidelines provide that any Director with 
a material personal interest in a matter being considered by the Board or a 
Board Committee will not:

• be present when the matter is being discussed;

• or vote on the matter.

The Directors on the Board represent a range of ages, nationalities and 
backgrounds. 

The Board composition includes longer-serving Directors who have a deeper 
knowledge of the Group’s operations and history, and newer Directors who 
bring fresh perspectives and enquiry. 

INTEGRATED AND EFFECTIVE 
GOVERNANCE 

The Board meets at least  
quarterly per year.

In addition, the Board has identified  
sub-committees as follows:

Audit & Risk: meets quarterly

Compliance: meets quarterly

Remuneration: meets twice a year
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The Board’s responsibilities include:

• setting strategic objectives for the Group with the Business Plan, performance and objectives;

•  monitoring the Chief Executive Officer’s (CEO) implementation of the Group’s strategic objectives against measurable and 
qualitative indicators;

•  ethical and responsible decision-making and charging the CEO with the responsibility for creating a culture in the Group of 
ethical and responsible behaviour; 

•  monitoring and promoting the Group’s code of conduct and related policies to guide the directors, management and 
employees in practices necessary to maintain confidence in the Group’s integrity (including encouraging the reporting of 
unlawful or unethical behaviour and protecting whistle-blowers who report violations in good faith);

•  monitoring the effectiveness of the Group’s governance practices and accountability for contraventions;

•  approving and monitoring operating budgets, major capital expenditure, major acquisitions and divestitures and material 
commitments;

•  capital management decisions affecting the capital of the Group, capital structure and major financing arrangements 
proposed by management;

•  evaluating material risk for the Group on an ongoing basis by approving and monitoring the Group Risk Policy (on the 
recommendation of the Board Audit & Risk Committee); 

•  setting risk appetite guidance (on the recommendation of the Board Audit & Risk Committee) within which the Board 
expects management to operate (including the nature and extent of risks that can be taken to meet objectives) and 
monitoring the Group’s operations within that Group Risk Policy;

•  monitoring the risk management framework for the Group to identify, analyse, evaluate and manage risk (including on the 
recommendation of the Board Audit & Risk Committee); and 

•  monitoring governance and compliance frameworks and systems for the Group to meet regulatory, contractual, internal and 
other requirements.

The Board may delegate some of its responsibilities to its sub-committees and/or a director or any other person of authority to 
perform any of its functions and exercise any of its powers. Ultimate responsibility for the management and control of the Group 
is vested in the Directors, who may then delegate their power to the management.

The Board has delegated to the CEO the authority and powers necessary to implement the strategies approved by the Board and 
to manage the business affairs of the Group within the policies and delegation limits specified by the Board.

The CEO may further delegate to the senior management but remains accountable for all such delegated authority.
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Management Committees.

La Trobe Financial has operated a governance and management committee structure in its business for over 30 years as part 
of its corporate governance program. This structure ensures that competent teams of senior officers and executives oversee all 
operations of the Group. The deep knowledge, skills and experience of the executive team are shared at the committee level 
creating a strong governance framework and embedded succession plan for each business unit with the Group. 

Group Executive Committee (ExCo) since 1987 – responsible for executing the strategy and direction, determining  
budgets and forecasts and our capital management strategy. ExCo also has responsibility for human resource and succession 
planning execution. 

Origination & Credit Committee (OCC) since 1988 – charged with setting lending products and credit risk parameters,  
ensuring proficient distribution channels, reviewing impairment reporting and setting policies for valuations, lending and 
collections management.

Asset & Liability Committee (ALCO) since 1994 – responsible for Group funding, product pricing, interest rate management, 
liquidity of funding lines (including capital market issues), protecting against pricing and market risk, and monitoring portfolio 
concentrations and facility covenant stress tests. 

Audit & Risk Committee (ARC) since 1997 – responsible for managing group risk, maintaining AFSL and ACL licensing, the 
Group’s compliance plans, setting the internal audit program, reviewing engagement of external auditors and ensuring training 
of staff to a requisite standard.

Compliance Committee (CC) since 2002 – meets quarterly with the specific objective of ensuring adherence by La Trobe 
Financial Asset Management Limited as responsible entity of the La Trobe Australian Credit Fund of its obligations under the 
Compliance Plan, Constitution and under the Corporations Act 2001.

Sub Committees

A number of additional sub-committees, also meet regularly on specific specialized areas of the business.

COMMITTEES

BOARD & BOARD MANAGEMENT

ExCo OCC ALCO ARC
Executive Committee Origination & Credit Asset & Liability Committee Audit & Risk
CHAIRMAN: C Andrews CHAIRMAN: C Bannister CHAIRMAN: M Barry CHAIRMAN: R Donohoue
Chief Investment Officer & Deputy CEO Chief Lending Officer Chief Financial Officer Chief Operating & Risk Officer

REM SUB-CO LLC IT SUB-CO SSC
Remuneration Sub-Committee Large Loan Sub-Committee IT & Data Sub-Committee Special Servicing Sub-Committee
CHAIRMAN: R Clough CHAIRMAN: C Bannister CHAIRMAN: R Clough CHAIRMAN: R Drury
Chief Transformation Officer Chief Lending Officer Chief Transformation Officer Chief Asset Management Risk Officer
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Male Female

Diversity of Executive Team.

Whilst we have strong skills and a diverse culture in our leadership team, we acknowledge that there is more work to be done  
on gender diversity. 

Culture

La Trobe Financial remains focused on our strong culture that supports the achievement of business strategies and drives 
decisions and actions that lead to better outcomes for our customers and stakeholders. The Board acknowledges that 
community confidence and trust in La Trobe Financial continues to depend on this, and this has been particularly apparent 
during our response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The Board recognises that, together with management, it has a critical role in setting the culture tone of the business and seeks 
to guide our culture through the CEO, and key leadership team, the Executive Committee. 

30%

70%

DIVERSITY  
& CULTURE
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Building a Diverse and Inclusive Culture 

La Trobe Financial‘s Diversity & Inclusion Strategy seeks to build an inclusive 
culture that embraces the diversity of our people and creates a sense of 
connection and belonging. This strategy is built on action taken to learn from 
the experiences of our people and customers, to build understanding and to 
ensure fair and inclusive decision-making. 

• 43% of La Trobe Financial employees were born outside Australia

• 54% of La Trobe Financial employees speak another language

• 10% of La Trobe Financial employees speak 2 or more languages

• 16 different languages are spoken by La Trobe Financial employees

• 44% of La Trobe Financial employees are women

With this background, La Trobe Financial celebrates and recognises the 
number of cultural backgrounds of our people and celebrate the different 
cultures by way of sharing different cuisine days and recognising special 
occasions such as Chinese New Year, Mid-Autumn Moon Cakes Festival and 
other traditions such as Holi and Diwali celebrations just to name a few.

In addition, this strategy includes listening to understand the employee and 
customer experience, embedding fair and equitable people related processes, 
and regularly measuring ourselves and reporting against our objectives. 

Whilst results demonstrate that we are well positioned to understand and 
respond to the needs of our customers and communities, we know there is 
more work to be done to improve the diversity within our leadership teams. 

Gender Pay Equity

At La Trobe Financial we seek to achieve gender pay equality, by way of a 
remuneration strategy which is aligned closely to peoples’ skills, knowledge 
and experience. Our recruitment placement strategy is not gender based 
but focused on current market research, best practice expectations and core 
competencies attributable to the role and seniority. 

We also have in place an annual review assessment process whereby 
remuneration is reviewed upon a performance criteria. The process is 
managed through our Remuneration Sub-Committee who holds the 
responsibility for annual reviews. 

 staff are born overseas

43%

 staff speak  
different languages

54%

 staff speak  
two or more languages

10%

different languages spoken

16

DIVERSITY  
& CULTURE
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At La Trobe Financial, we uphold the highest ethical standards  
and business practices in our investment process. 

We take continual and substantial measures to ensure accountability and to 
strengthen our corporate governance capabilities.

Selection process

Our asset selection philosophy is built on a commitment to diversification and 
credit assessment. 

Diversification 

Our diversification and robust business model supported by our financial 
strength, has proven resilient in this most challenging of years. 

To optimise performance in a range of market conditions, the Fund’s portfolio 
is diversified at a number of levels, including: 

• number of loans; 

• size of loans; 

• loan sector e.g. residential, commercial etc;

• geographic location; and 

• interest rate type and level. 

Credit assessment of loan assets 

To ensure the quality of the Fund’s underlying loan assets, we conduct a credit 
assessment of every loan accepted into the Fund or renewed. We apply the  
‘5 Cs’ credit assessment framework as outlined on the right-hand side.

For every loan, the ‘5 Cs’ 
approach is taken. 

Character
We assess whether the borrower is a 
good credit prospect by reviewing the 
borrower’s previous conduct.

Capital
We place restrictions on our maximum 
permissible loan to valuation ratios (‘LVR’).

Capacity
We assess the borrower’s capacity to 
repay the loan. 

Collateral
In all cases, we obtain a registered 
mortgage over a property to support 
each and every loan accepted into  
the Fund.

Conditions
By placing conditions on an offer of 
finance, we provide additional protection 
to investors’ interests in a loan.

APPROACH TO  
DUE DILIGENCE
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Anti-Bribery & Corruption 

La Trobe Financial is committed to conducting all aspects of its business in keeping with the highest legal and ethical standards 
and expects all employees and other persons acting on its behalf to uphold this commitment. In accordance with this 
commitment, La Trobe Financial has adopted this Anti-Corruption Compliance Policy, which is applicable to all directors, officers, 
employees, agents, representatives and other associated persons of La Trobe Financial.

La Trobe Financial will not tolerate bribery, kickbacks, or corruption of any kind, directly or through third parties, whether or not 
explicitly prohibited by this Policy or by law. Company employees are not permitted to give or offer anything of value (including 
gifts, hospitality, or entertainment) to anyone for the purpose of improperly obtaining or retaining a business advantage. Similarly, 
employees may not solicit or accept such improper payments.

We have implemented a policy and internal controls to prevent bribery from occurring, avoid the appearance of wrongdoing and 
enable La Trobe Financial to respond promptly and effectively to any enquiries about its conduct. Any employee who violates this 
Policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including termination. 

In 1997, La Trobe Financial obtained its Securities Dealer’s Licence from the Australian Securities & Investments 
Commission (ASIC) for retail investment management. Our retail operations formed in 1992 operated as 
an unregulated fund until the time when compulsory licensing was imposed on the market. Then in 2002, 
following the introduction of the AFSL regime, La Trobe Financial obtained its AFSL. La Trobe Financial also 
holds Australian Credit Licences.

LICENCE & POLICIES 

La Trobe Financial Services Pty Limited
ACN 006 479 527 Australian Credit Licence 39238

La Trobe Financial Asset Management Limited 
ACN 007 332 363

Australian Financial Services Licence 222213
Australian Credit Licence 222213

La Trobe Financial Custody & Securitisation Services 
Pty Ltd AFS Licence No. 379454
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Anti-Bullying, Harrassment & Discrimination

La Trobe Financial is an equal opportunity employer and will not tolerate any 
form of discrimination in the workplace or in our interactions with our clients, 
stakeholders and suppliers. This is a fundamental part of who we are and 
reflects the principles by which we conduct ourselves, shaping what we do 
and how we do it. This basic philosophy is entrenched in our strong corporate 
culture and is reflected in our “others before self” approach with people from 
all walks of life, in all we do. 

Consequently, we expect all our staff not to ever discriminate on the basis of 
race, colour, religion (creed), gender, gender expression, age, national origin 
(ancestry). This includes disability, marital status, sexual orientation, in any of 
our activities or operations. This includes the promoting and performance 
managing of staff, and the selection of suppliers and provision of services. 
We are committed to providing a diverse, inclusive, welcoming and safe work 
environment for all members of our staff, customers, and suppliers.

We will not tolerate discrimination in any form, and any staff who engages in 
discriminatory behaviour falls below the minimum standards we require from 
our employees and will be sanctioned accordingly.

Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing (AML/CTF)

La Trobe Financial is committed to conducting its business in accordance 
with all applicable laws and regulations. La Trobe Financial has established an 
AML/CTF framework and policy program which sets out its core principles 
for the management of potential breaches and concerns to ensure it meets 
its regulatory and ethical obligations. This contributes to the stability, integrity 
and strength of the global financial system and protects La Trobe Financial 
from reputable damage and regulatory action. Our AML/CTF framework and 
policy is subject to annual review to ensure it remains current with regulator 
expectations and industry standards. 

We have in place an AML/CTF Compliance Officer that reports regularly to the 
Board and Senior Management on the progress of any money laundering or 
terrorism financing issues arising until resolution of the issues. The Officer is 
responsible for the oversight of our AML/CTF program and ensuring that each 
of the reporting entities meets the requirements under the AML/CTF Act and 
AML/CTF rules. 

In addition, La Trobe Financial has appointed an external party to undertake 
an independent and professional review of our AML/CTF procedures and 
practices to ensure the adequacy, effectiveness and implementation of our 
program. 

 Our philosophy and culture is 
intrinsic to everything we do 
– treating people with respect 
and holding the utmost highest 
ethical standards.
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It’s all about our stewardship program.

We manage $12 billion for over 55,000 retail and global investors with an investment  
horizon anywhere between 1 year and 4 years. 

ESG is increasingly a fundamental part of our Portfolio Manager’s role whereby any 
decisions we make are hippocratic (i.e. like the medical oath of do no harm).

There is a competitive dynamic about integrating ESG (global investors are socially 
aware). Global large-scale investor engagement over the past 2 years have begun 
shifting focus to climate change but our retail investors have a low tolerance to give up 
returns to pursue ESG. 

– Greg O’Neill OAM

ESG MUST BE VIEWED 
THROUGH OUR INVESTMENT 
LENS INTEGRATED  
INTO EVERY DECISION.
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LICENCE & POLICIES 

Employee Code of Conduct

La Trobe Financial’s Code of Conduct contains an undertaking by each employee to maintain the highest standards of ethical 
conduct and good practice. The Code of Conduct further covers the Group’s standards of behaviour across a range of matters 
including; harassment and bullying, privacy, fraud, anti-corruption measures amongst others. All material breaches of the Code of 
Conduct are reported to the Board.

Modern Slavery Risk Management 

At La Trobe Financial we have a zero-tolerance approach to modern slavery and we are committed to acting ethically and with 
integrity in all our business dealings and relationships and to implement and enforce effective systems and controls to ensure 
modern slavery is not taking place anywhere in our own business or our supply chain. 

We are also committed to ensuring there is transparency in our own business and in our approach to tackling modern slavery 
throughout our supply chain. We expect the same high standards from all of our contractors, suppliers and other business 
partners. We expect our suppliers will hold their own suppliers to the same high standards.

Security experts

We have a dedicated team of security 
experts monitoring threats and 

regularly testing all our services to 
ensure that they remain safe and 

secure. 

Encryption

All data sent and received from 
employees’ computers or smartphones 

to our application is encrypted using 
the latest technology to ensure 

confidentiality and that data  
is protected.

Independent audits

We work closely with independent 
security consultants to verify the 
security of our systems including 

reviews of the system architecture, 
network and web applications.

Conflicts management

La Trobe Financial’s Conflicts Management Policy is designed to ensure that actual, perceived or potential conflicts of interests are 
identified, managed or prevented. The policy outlines the organisational and administrative arrangements in place to support the 
identification and management of conflicts of interest.

Cyber attacks 

Security for our customers is of paramount importance to us.
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Privacy Policy

We understand clearly the importance of protecting personal information. 
It is imperative for us that our customers are confident that we will treat any 
personal information we hold about them in a way which ensures protection 
of personal information.

Our commitment in respect of personal information is to abide by the 
Australian Privacy Principles for the protection of personal information, as set 
out in the Privacy Act and any other relevant law, including the Privacy (Credit 
Reporting) Code.

Whistleblower protection 

La Trobe Financial is committed to the highest levels of ethics and integrity in 
the way we do business. We understand that this is crucial to our continued 
success and reputation. La Trobe Financial’s Whistleblower Guidance Policy 
focuses on fostering a culture where our people and others feel safe to speak 
up on matters or conduct that concerns them. La Trobe Financial’s Guidance 
Policy describes the protections available to whistleblowers, what matters are 
reportable, how our people can report concerns without fear of detriment, 
and how La Trobe Financial will support and protect employees. 

The Guidance Policy has been developed, having regard to the relevant 
legal requirements and current best practices relating to the protection of 
whistleblowers.

 Our commitment to  
protect your privacy.
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Tax Risk Appetite

La Trobe Financial takes a conservative approach to managing its tax affairs. This includes complying with all tax laws in the 
jurisdictions in which the Group operates, and includes ensuring that all tax lodgements, payments, reporting, disclosures and 
other obligations are adhered to. 

Further, La Trobe Financial applies the following principles in its assessment of tax outcomes; 

• only enter into transactions that have a clear business rationale, before taking into account any tax consequences. 

• not participate in or promote aggressive tax planning or tax avoidance arrangements (either for the Group’s own tax affairs 
or for its customers).

• pay the appropriate amount of tax in accordance with the prevailing tax laws; and 

• claim any deductions, credits, offsets or concessions that are legitimately available.

Relationship with tax authorities

La Trobe Financial aims to maintain transparent and collaborative relationships with all tax regulators, which includes:

• providing any information required on a timely basis;

• engaging proactively on significant tax issues, and

• where disputes arise, working openly and constructively to resolve the issues.

Most of the tax paid by the Group is to the Australian Taxation Office (ATO). 

OUR TAX  
APPROACH

BALANCE EXPENSES

PROFIT

TAX
INCOME

BUSINESS

INVESTMENT CAPITAL
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OUR PURPOSE

To help Australians achieve financial 
independence who have been under-

served by traditional financial institutions.

OUR VALUES

Trust

Excellence

Accountability

Make a difference

OUR STRATEGY

Our strategy is to be a trusted Non-Bank 
Financial Institution that delivers an 

alternative financial solution that achieves 
a balanced and sustainable outcome for 
our customers, community, our people 

and shareholders.

Arm’s Length Pricing

La Trobe Financial ensures that international related party and intra-group transactions are in compliance with the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) guidelines and arm’s length principles. La Trobe Financial does not 
artificially divert profits to low tax jurisdictions or tax havens.

La Trobe Financial does not participate in arrangements where transfer pricing outcomes are not consistent with value creation. 
Transfer pricing outcomes of the Group are consistent with the functional activities undertaken, risks assumed and assets utilised 
in each jurisdiction. 

Combatting Tax Evasion 

La Trobe Financial supports regulator initiatives aimed at supporting the integrity of tax systems. The introduction of customer 
information reporting regimes such as the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) and the OECD Common Reporting 
Standard for Automatic Exchange of Financial Account Information (CRS) have enabled customer data to be shared between tax 
authorities on a global basis. The Group is committed to doing what is right and complying with all such measures. 

Tax Transparency

La Trobe Financial is committed to comply with all prevailing tax laws in all jurisdictions that we operate and to maintain 
transparent relationships with all tax authorities. 

La Trobe Financial was established in 1952 with the objective to help Australians achieve financial independence who have been 
under-served by the traditional financial institutions. Our purpose has been a philosophy built on “others before self” culture and 
improve the well-being of our customers and communities.

Our approach to managing our tax affairs is in accordance with our purpose, strategy and values which are set out below, and we 
remain committed to acting responsibly and transparently in respect to managing our tax affairs. 
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La Trobe Financial Asset 
Management Limited 

Rated – Superior 1

Australia Ratings has 
assigned a “Superior” 

ranking to La Trobe Financial 
Asset Management Limited 

(LFAM) in its role as the 
Responsible Entity for the La 
Trobe Australian Credit Fund 
(the Fund). This Operational 

Capability Assessment 
(OCA) ranking reflects the 
embedded processes and 

procedures adopted by 
LFAM to successfully execute 

the Fund’s investment 
mandates to meet financial 

obligations in a timely 
manner.”

La Trobe Australian 
Credit Fund - 12 Month 
Term Account rated – 

“Recommended” 2

Lonsec rates the La Trobe 
Australian Credit Fund 

12 Month Term Account 
(the La Trobe Fund) 

’Recommended’ on the 
belief ..”that Lonsec has 

conviction that the Fund 
or product can achieve its 

objectives and, if applicable, 
outperform peers over an 

appropriate investment 
timeframe. The manager or 

product has a number of 
competitive advantages in 

people, process and product 
design.”

La Trobe Australian 
Credit Fund 12 Month 
Term Account rated 
“Recommended” 3

Zenith Investment Partners 
rates the La Trobe Fund 

‘Recommended’ because...”it 
provides investors with an 
exposure to a diversified, 
Australia-wide portfolio 
of real estate mortgage 

securities.

La Trobe Australian Credit 
Fund 12 Month Term 

Account rated Superior 
“4.25 Stars” 4

SQM Research rates the 12 
Month Term Account “4.25 
Stars”. These ratings reflects 
SQM Research’s continued 
faith in the Fund’s skilled 

and experienced investment 
team. Moreover, the Fund 
has been able to record 

strong outperformance to 
its stated benchmark and 

the broader peer group over 
the year.

La Trobe Australian Credit Fund 
Select Investment Account (Peer-to-
Peer) rated – Superior “4.25 Stars” 4

SQM Research rates the Select 
Investment Account “4.25 Stars”. 

The ratings reflects SQM Research’s 
continued faith in the Fund’s skilled and 

experienced investment team. 

Moreover, the Fund has been able to 
record strong outperformance to its 

stated benchmark and the broader peer 
group over the year.

La Trobe Australian Credit Fund 
Classic Notice Account rated –  

3 for Consistent Return 5

Lipper Ratings rates the La Trobe Fund 
as a ‘3 for Consistent Return’ (Classic 

Notice Account) ... “on the basis that the 
Classic Notice Account aims to provide 
Investors with a reasonably stable and 

predictable income based on a monthly 
variable rate of return, investing in loans 

secured by mortgages including, in some 
cases, aged care and reverse mortgage 
loans, cash, term deposits, bonds issued 
by a state or federal government or an 

Australian financial institution, negotiable 
certificates of deposit and bank bills, 

retaining higher cash than other 
Accounts in the Fund.

La Trobe Australian Credit Fund 
12 Month Term Account rated –  

5 for Consistent Return 6

Lipper Ratings rates the 12 Month Term 
Account of the Fund a ‘5 for Consistent 

Return because it aims to provide 
Investors with a reasonably stable and 

predictable income based on a monthly 
variable rate of return, investing in a 
wide range of mortgages in a range 
of industry sectors, with geographic 

diversification across Australia.”

RATINGS
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We have won numerous awards and recognitions through 
the years that reflect the quality of the services we provide  
to our clients, the integrity of our people and our desirability  
as a place to work. Examples include:

2021 MONEY MAGAZINE
12 Month Term Account  

Best Credit Fund – Mortgages  
12 years in a row

2020  
MONEY MAGAZINE

Best Non-Bank of the Year

INTERNATIONAL 
FINANCE MAGAZINE

2020 Best Non-Bank – Australia 
4 years in a row

IAIR AWARDS 

2020 Best Wealth Management of the 
Year – Asia Pacific  
3 years in a row

 

FINALIST
2019 Employer  

of the Year

2020 CAPITAL FINANACE 
MAGAZINE 

Best Investment Management Team

 
2020 COMMUNITY INITIATIVE OF THE YEAR

MPA MAGAZINE

2020 Best Non-Bank Commercial 
2020 Best Non-bank - Foreign Non-Residents 

3 years in a row

BEST NON - BANK
AUSTRALIA

AWARDS
2020

IFM

OUR RECENT 
AWARDS

For our full list of awards and ratings please visit our website.



La Trobe Financial Asset Management Limited ACN 007 332 363 Australian Financial Services Licence 
222213 Australian Credit Licence 222213 is the issuer and manager of the La Trobe Australian Credit 
Fund ARSN 088 178 321. It is important for you to consider the Product Disclosure Statement in deciding 
whether to invest, or to continue to invest, in the Credit Fund. You can read the PDS on our website or  
ask for a copy by telephoning us. 

Copyright 2021 La Trobe Financial Services Pty Ltd ACN 006 479 527. All rights reserved. No portion of this 
may be reproduced, copied, or in any way reused without written permission from La Trobe Financial.

(1) Australia Ratings (AFSL 346138) makes every effort to ensure the reliability of the views and rankings expressed 
in its reports and those published on its websites. Australia Ratings research is based upon information known 
to it or which was obtained from sources it believed to be reliable and accurate at time of publication. However, 
like the markets, it is not perfect. This report is prepared for general information only, and as such, the specific 
needs, investment objectives or financial situation of any particular user have not been taken into consideration. 
Individuals should therefore discuss, with their financial planner or advisor, the merits of each rating for their own 
specific circumstances and realise that not all investments will be appropriate for all subscribers. To the extent 
permitted by law, Australia Ratings and its employees, agents and authorised representatives exclude all liability 
for any loss or damage (including indirect, special or consequential loss or damage) arising from the use of, or 
reliance on, any information within the report whether or not caused by any negligent act or omission. If the law 
prohibits the exclusion of such liability, Australia Ratings hereby limits its liability, to the extent permitted by law, 
to the resupply of the said information or the cost of the said resupply.

(2) The Lonsec Rating (assigned June 2014) presented in this document is published by Lonsec Research Pty Ltd 
ABN 11 151 658 561 AFSL 421445. The Rating is a “class service” (as defined in the Financial Advisers Act 2008 (NZ)) 
or is limited to “General Advice” (as defined in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)) and based solely on consideration 
of the investment merits of the financial product(s). In New Zealand it must only be provided to “wholesale 
clients” (as defined in the Financial Advisers Act 2008 (NZ)). Past performance information is for illustrative 
purposes only and is not indicative of future performance. It is not a recommendation to purchase, sell or hold La 
Trobe Financial Asset Management Limited product(s), and you should seek independent financial advice before 
investing in this product(s). The Rating is subject to change without notice and Lonsec assumes no obligation 
to update the relevant document(s) following publication. Lonsec receives a fee from the Fund Manager for 
researching the product(s) using comprehensive and objective criteria. For further information regarding Lonsec’s 
Ratings methodology, please refer to our website at: www.superratings.com.au/ratings-and-awards/

(3) Zenith’s “recommended” rating indicates that it has high confidence in the manager meeting its objectives. 
The Zenith. Investment Partners (“Zenith”) ABN 60 332 047 314 rating referred to in this document is limited to 
“General Advice” (as defined by section 766B of Corporations Act 2001) and based solely on the assessment of 
the investment merits of the financial product on this basis. It is not a specific recommendation to purchase, sell 
or hold the relevant product(s), and Zenith advises that individual investors should seek their own independent 
financial advice before investing in this product. To view the relevant research information, please visit www.
latrobefinancial.com. The rating is subject to change without notice and Zenith has no obligation to update this 
document following publication. Zenith usually receives a fee for rating the fund manager and product against 
accepted criteria considered comprehensive and objective.

(4) The rating contained in this document is issued by SQM Research Pty Ltd ABN 93 122 592 036 AFSL 421913. 
SQM Research is an investment research firm that undertakes research on investment products exclusively for 
its wholesale clients, utilising a proprietary review and star rating system. The SQM Research star rating system is 
of a general nature and does not take into account the particular circumstances or needs of any specific person. 
The rating may be subject to change at any time. Only licensed financial advisers may use the SQM Research 
star rating system in determining whether an investment is appropriate to a person’s particular circumstances or 
needs. You should read the product disclosure statement and consult a licensed financial adviser before making 
an investment decision in relation to this investment product. SQM Research receives a fee from the  
Fund Manager for the research and rating of the managed investment scheme.

(5) Lipper Leaders Rating Total Return (Score - 3)Lipper Ratings for Consistent Return reflect funds’ historical 
risk-adjusted returns, adjusted for volatility, relative to peers.  The ratings are subject to change every month.  The 
highest 20% of funds in each peer group are named Lipper Leader or a score of 5 for Consistent Return. Lipper 
Leader ratings are not intended to predict future results and does not guarantee the accuracy of this information. 
More information is available at www.lipperweb.com. Thomson Reuters Copyright, All Rights Reserved.

(6) Lipper Leaders Rating Total Return (Score - 5) Lipper Ratings for Consistent Return reflect funds’ historical 
risk-adjusted returns, adjusted for volatility, relative to peers.  The ratings are subject to change every month.  The 
highest 20% of funds in each peer group are named Lipper Leader or a score of 5 for Consistent Return. Lipper 
Leader ratings are not intended to predict future results and does not guarantee the accuracy of this information. 
More information is available at www.lipperweb.com. Thomson Reuters Copyright, All Rights Reserved.
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